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New Stock Car Racing Resource Site Launches, Offers Thousands of Free
Resources for Stock Car Racing Including Daytona

New website organizes thousands of links for stock car racing for consumerÂ�s benefit and
convenience. Users can quickly navigate thousands of relevant sites for free.

(PRWEB) February 17, 2005 -- Webmasters everywhere have flocked to http://daytona500.researchalot.com in
order to make sure their websites are included in this new resource site. As soon as a webmaster visits they see
that this is obviously a site that they would like to be associated with, especially since it can be navigated with
such ease and contains more information than one could ever hope for. As one user was quoted as saying,
"Never before have I seen so many relevant sources of information in one spot! I needed to find the best place
to get as much information as possible on stock car racing, particularly in Daytona and when a friend of mine
referred me to daytona500.researchalot.com I couldnÂ�t have been happier with the results. I was able to
research information on car racing quickly and easily."

The convenience of this new website is amazing. Everything is right there in one place. Youdon't need a logon,
there is no charge whatsoever to use the site, and navigation is amazingly simple.
Http://daytona500.researchalot.com provides a place for people looking for stock car racing information,
including the 500 mile race in Daytona, to view a large quantity of unbiased information in one location
without having to navigate through several search engines much less hundreds of websites. This is definitely
the only website that one needs to visit when looking for information on stock car racing.

The website just recently launched and any content relevant site that wishes to be included should contact the
site's webmaster at websites@researcheasy.com.

Daytona500.researchalot.com is owned and operated by WebcorpVenturesLLC in SE Michigan.
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Contact Information
Greg Doublet
WEBCORP VENTURES LLC
http://daytona500.researchalot.com
734-968-5343

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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